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methods, but the Map Java Collection does not have the same. For example the map.iterator() method, which is returned is not a Map iterator method, but a hasNext/previous iterator. The hasNext and previous methods are not implemented by the Map, but are standard Java Collection methods. Why does the Map type have it's own iterator methods, and not the methods of the Map java Collection? A: Why does the

Map type have it's own iterator methods, and not the methods of the Map java Collection? When it comes to collections, the generics are the most important aspect of the language. The purpose of generics is to ease programming in a safe way. For example, imagine a Java Collection interface that does nothing but guarantees for you that the collection contains elements of some type. No checks, no nulls, nothing.
Now you'd want to take advantage of that guarantee, but with a type-safe map you can't. Your map needs to check itself, to check that its keys are of some type, that its values are of some type etc. The implementation of a map can't just pass a generic collection to you, because the map will perform type checking, and pass you an exception when it finds a mismatch between what you asked for and what you got.

Instead, you have to accept a non-generic type as input, and you have to check the types yourself, too. /* * ============================================================================ * GNU General Public License * ============================================================================ * * Copyright (C) 2006-2011 Serotonin Software
Technologies Inc. * @author Matthew Lohbihler * * This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/
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works great on my local machine with php 5.2.17 and apache 2.2.6. The session seems to be created and variables are not empty, but when i try to read them from other pages in the same application the session variables are empty. The session_start() is at the top of every page. Thanks for help! Edit: Thanks for comments. I've checked the error logs and didn't found anything. The exact behaviour: - The same php
code works fine on localhost, with apache 2.2.6 - When uploaded on a server running IIS, and a new session_start() on the same php code, the 4bc0debe42
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